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ACCESSORIES 
Department C - Section 918 

**Entry is submitted during the clothing construction judging. Open to any 4-Her enrolled in a clothing project.  See 
Beyond the Needle class 6 for accessory exhibits eligible for State Fair. 

901.  Accessory (such as a belt, purse, tie, etc.)  Accessory must be sewn by the 4-Her.  Exhibit must include l) 
accessory, 2) instructions on how accessory was made, and 3) sheet explaining how accessory is to be used 
(sheet should include a). description, drawing or picture of outfit that the accessory was made to compliment.  b). 
Colors of outfit.  c). Where the accessory will be worn.) On entry tag, list which clothing project you are enrolled 
in. 

902.  Second Accessory 
903.  Poster - Can be on any subject related to clothing projects.  
 
POSTER CRITERIA - 
The purpose of a poster is to call attention to a subject.  Every poster must be crafted to catch the viewer’s attention 
quickly.  Each must present only one specific message clearly.   
 
 Posters shall be 14" x 22" and must be of a material that can be pinned to a display board.    They may be arranged 
horizontally or vertically. Those generated by computer must also meet this standard. Computer art generated on an 8 
½" x 11" sheet of paper and mounted on poster board will be disqualified. Posters may be in any medium: watercolor, 
ink, crayon, markers or computer graphics. They may not be 3 dimensional. Entries with components thicker than paper 
(such as milk cartons, pencils, pop cans) will be disqualified. Poster may not use copyrighted materials, such as cartoon 
characters or commercial product names.  Computer “Clip art” will not be scored as positively as original computer art 
designs.  Use of Name and Emblem must follow approved guidelines. 
 
The 4-H member’s name, address, age, and county must be listed on the back of the poster.   
Entry cards must be stapled, (Not paper clipped or taped) to the upper right hand corner of poster.  Posters may be 
laminated to protect them.  Loose plastic coverings used to protect the exhibit while being transported will be removed 
by the superintendent for evaluation and display.  Incomplete exhibits will be lowered a ribbon class. 
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